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Experience Ireland—the dramatic beauty, the warm
hospitality…and the smoking hot local guys! Imagine
nursing a pint in a cozy, authentic country pub, far from
Cork's busy city pulse. Getting here took you a plane,
bus, taxi and…um, bicycle. But just as you're resigning
yourself to drinking beside grey-haired farmers, you see
him—a man with the looks and charm to soothe any
heartbroken girl. He's your bartender. Your really, really
gorgeous bartender. For American Jamie Webb—recently
dumped and housesitting for two weeks—Connor
Kelleher is like a six-course feast after a 23-year
starvation diet. But it's gotta be casual. She's just begun
rerouting her life after a three-year man-related detour.
Still, a sexy romp (or twenty!) with Sexy McBartender?
But what happens when Jamie's best-laid plans for no
future plans with any man begin to change?
Haunted by the death of her sister and wounded by her
ex-fiancé's accusations, Kate Lange throws herself into
her new career at a high-powered law firm. When the
grandmother of a lonely private school student seeks her
counsel, Kate thinks it's just another custody case. But
then the teen is brutally murdered. And it isn't only Kate
who wonders if her legal advice led to the girl's death.
Put on notice by Randall Barrett, the firm's charismatic
managing partner, Kate must fight for her career, for her
reputation--and for redemption. Unwilling to live with the
damage she may have caused, Kate pursues the case
on her own and unearths some chilling facts. Facts that
lead straight to the heart of a legal conspiracy. Facts that
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lead Kate directly into the surgically skilled hands of the
Body Butcher.
The latest from groundbreaking author Leah Raeder is a
dark, sexy romantic thriller written in her signature
provocative style, which has been praised as "dizzingly
intense...an exhilarating ride for our inner underdog"
(Publishers Weekly, starred review) and "compelling and
unnerving" (Booklist). Very few mainstream authors have
garnered the devoted following that bestselling author
Leah Raeder has earned by pushing the boundaries of
romantic suspense. Her carefully rendered "antiheroines" buck norms, immersing you in a gritty world of
sexual fluidity, drugs, and revenge, told with exquisite
language and candor that turns the romance genre on its
head and leaves readers begging for more. Her latest
novel is a tightly plotted adventure that follows closely on
the heels of her acclaimed novels Unteachable--"lush,
haunting prose, deft storytelling, and scorching
sensuality" (M. Pierce)--the "intense and visceral"
(Lauren Blakely) Black Iris, and the highly anticipated
Cam Girl, and is sure to keep you reading late into the
night.
Classic Books Library presents this brand new edition of
the short story, “An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge”
(1890) by Ambrose Bierce. In this text Bierce creatively
uses both structure and content to explore the concept of
time, from present to past, and reflecting its transitional
and illusive qualities. The story is one of Bierce’s most
popular and acclaimed works, alongside “The Devil’s
Dictionary” (1911). Bierce (1842-c. 1914) was an
American writer, journalist and Civil War veteran
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associated with the realism literary movement. His
writing is noted for its cynical, brooding tones and
structural precision.
Night OwlThe Night Owl TrilogySt. Martin's Griffin
"Tautly written, complex, and vibrating with a dark
sensuality that will have you at once blushing and
anxious. You'll think you have this book pegged . . . but
you'll be wrong."-Christina Lauren, New York Times,
USA Today, and international bestselling authors of The
Beautiful Bastard series From bestselling ebook author
M. Pierce comes Night Owl, the first novel in a
provocative erotic trilogy where an anonymous online
writing partnership turns into an uncontrollable,
passionate obsession At twenty-eight, Matt Sky has the
perfect life. He has a beautiful girlfriend, a massive
inheritance, and four national bestsellers-all penned
under his airtight alias, M. Pierce. At twenty-seven,
Hannah Catalano is a train wreck. Her boyfriend is a
deadbeat and her job is abysmal. Matt and Hannah meet
online as writing partners. Their relationship is safe,
anonymous, and innocent... Until Matt sees a picture of
Hannah. Hannah's picture sparks an attraction Matt is
powerless to ignore. When circumstance brings Matt and
Hannah together, the strangers begin a love story that's
passionate, poignant, unforgettable, and unstoppable.
Daine must confront a powerful leader in this third book
of the Immortals series, featuring an updated cover for
longtime fans and fresh converts alike, and including an
all-new afterword from Tamora Pierce. When Daine is
sent to Carthak as part of a Tortallan peace delegation,
she finds herself in the middle of a sticky political
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situation. She doesn’t like the Carthaki practice of
keeping slaves, but it’s not her place to say
anything—she’s only there to heal the emperor’s birds.
Her worries only expand once she learns that her own
power has grown in a dark and mysterious way. As the
peace talks stall, Daine puzzles over Carthak’s twofaced Emperor Ozorne. How can he be so caring with his
birds, and so cruel to his people? Daine is sure he’s
planning something—a terrible, power-hungry scheme.
And she knows that she must fight this powerful Emperor
Mage; the life of her beloved teacher is at risk.
Laney Keating's senior year of high school sucked. It
began with one moment of weakness, one stupid gesture
for a hopeless crush. Then the rumors started. Slut, they
called her. Queer. Pillhead. Psycho. Mentally ill, messed
up, so messed up even her own mom decided she
wasn't worth sticking around for.
Tensions rise, secrets grow bigger, and passions run
deeper-and hotter-in Last Light, the second novel of the
Night Owl Trilogy from bestselling author M. Pierce. Matt
Sky is missing. After a solo ascent of Longs Peak that
left only a large blood stain, tatters of climbing clothing,
and the tracks of an animal in the snow, he is presumed
dead. Hannah Catalano is guarding a secret: she knows
Matt is alive. After Matt's memorial service, she lingers
on the East Coast with his family, but it soon becomes
clear that his brothers' motives are less than gracious.
Nate Sky is bent on tracking down the author of Night
Owl, a book that charts the last days of Matt's life with
uncanny and scandalous accuracy, and which appeared
only after his death. Seth Sky is bent on getting Hannah
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into his bed. Hidden away in the woods, Matt and
Hannah strive desperately to maintain their ruse and
their relationship-but their web of lies only tightens as
Matt struggles with the consequences of his decision,
and Hannah tries to escape Nate's libel suit and fend off
Seth's advances...until Hannah is put in danger, and
Matt must make a life or death choice.

When he meets his online writing partner in person,
Matt Sky, a best-selling author who has a beautiful
girlfriend and a massive inheritance, is powerless to
ignore the attraction he feels for this woman who is
everything he desires—and who becomes his
uncontrollable, passionate obsession. Original.
**This book includes FRENCHED (Mia and Lucas)
and YANKED (a Mia and Lucas
novella)**FRENCHED: When I got dumped by my
stupid fiancé a week before the wedding, my plans
involved nothing more than ice cream, and blanket
fort, and a bonfire of his possessions. But my friends
convinced me that bitter tastes better drowned in
Bordeaux, so I came to Paris for a single-moon.
Then I met him. He's shown me things I've never
seen before, and I'm not talking about the Louvre. Is
it just the seduction of Paris? Or could this be the
real thing? YANKED:I never expected any of thisGetting dumped. Going to Paris alone. Falling for
Lucas (he was so not on my list). We've done the
long-distance-love thing for eight months now, and
I'm ready for more. But after I discover what he's
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been hiding, will he stay on my list? Or should I
cross him off for good?
"Ever the responsible eldest brother, Caleb Pierce
started working for his father's luxury contracting
business at a young age, dreaming of one day sitting
in the boss's chair. But his father's will throws a
wrench in his plans by stipulating that Caleb share
control of the family business with his two estranged
brothers. Things only get more complicated when
demanding high-end home designer Morgan hires
Caleb to build her a customized dream house that
matches her specifications to a T--or she'll use her
powerful connections to poison the Pierce brothers'
reputation"-How do you fix a love that's been broken beyond
repair? For years, Cassie Taylor tried to forget about
Ethan Holt. He was the one great love of her life, and
when he failed to return her love, a part of her died
forever. Or so she thought. Now she and Ethan are
sharing a Broadway stage, and he's determined to
win her back. Claiming to be a changed man, he's
finally able to say all the things she needed to hear
years ago, but can she believe him? What makes
this time different from all his other broken
promises? Ethan knows he can't change their
tumultuous past, but if he's going to have any
chance of being with the woman he loves, he'll need
to convince Cassie that her future belongs with him.
Don't miss this stunning conclusion to the
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unforgettable love story that captivated over two
million fans online. "The emotions were superb.
Hottest new book couple!" -Jennifer Probst, New
York Times bestselling author of The Marriage
Bargain "Leisa Rayven crashes onto the romance
scene, laughing, flirting, and just daring us to put
Bad Romeo down. I couldn't!" -Christina Lauren,
New York Times bestselling author of Beautiful
Bastard
Night Owl est le premier volet d'une trilogie érotique
provocante où un partenariat d'écriture anonyme en
ligne se transforme en une obsession passionnée
incontrôlable. À vingt-huit ans, Matt Sky a une vie
parfaite. Il a une belle petite amie, il a hérité d'une
véritable fortune, et il a déjà écrit quatre best-sellers
sous le pseudonyme de M. Pierce. À vingt-sept ans,
Hannah Catalano a été victime d'un accident de
train. Son petit ami est un looser fauché et elle
déteste son boulot. Matt et Hannah se rencontrent
sur le net en tant que partenaires d'écriture. Leur
relation est platonique et innocente... Jusqu'à ce que
Matt voit une photo d'Hannah. Ce portrait de la jeune
femme suscite une irrésistible attraction sur lui. Et
lorsque les circonstances les amènent à se
rencontrer, Matt et Hannah vont vivre une histoire
d'amour passionnée, émouvante, inoubliable,
incontrôlable et imparable.
From the USA TODAY bestselling author of
Unteachable and Black Iris comes a sexy, romantic
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suspense novel about two best friends who are torn
apart by a life-shattering accident, and the secrets it
left behind. Vada and Ellis's friendship is so intense
and consuming, it's hard to tell where one girl ends
and the other begins. Yet they couldn't be more
different: Ellis is nerdy, shy, and rich; Vada is an
ambitious artist struggling to make ends meet. When
Vada gets into an elite New England art college, Ellis
comes along for the ride. Like always. They can face
anything in the world as long as they're together ...
Until a horrifying accident tears them apart. Life goes
on, and Ellis handles it just fine on her own, but
Vada is deeply scarred--emotionally and physically.
Her once-promising career as an artist is cut short by
her injuries. Broke and severed from doing what she
loves, she meets the wrong guy at the right time:
Dane, a smooth-talking lothario, who offers her a
new career as a cam girl. All Vada has to do is
spend a couple hours each night taking off her
clothes in front of a webcam, and the tips come
pouring in. Things get complicated when a client who
calls himself Blue gets possessive. Through the
safety of the cam, they open up to each other
intimately. Vada finally talks about the accident. Blue
helps her heal. And he pays well, but he wants her
all to himself. No more cam shows. He's a mystery,
and she might be falling for him, so Vada demands
something in return: to meet in real life. Blue agrees,
on one condition: she has to bring Ellis. The girl who
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wants nothing to do with her anymore. Now Vada is
forced to confront the past she's been running from.
A past full of devastating secrets--those of others,
and those she's been keeping from herself ...
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Sabaa
Tahir comes a brilliant, unforgettable, and heartwrenching contemporary YA novel about family and
forgiveness, love and loss, in a sweeping story that
crosses generations and continents. Lahore,
Pakistan. Then. Misbah is a dreamer and storyteller,
newly married to Toufiq in an arranged match. After
their young life is shaken by tragedy, they come to
the United States and open the Cloud’s Rest Inn
Motel, hoping for a new start. Juniper, California.
Now. Salahudin and Noor are more than best
friends; they are family. Growing up as outcasts in
the small desert town of Juniper, California, they
understand each other the way no one else does.
Until The Fight, which destroys their bond with the
swift fury of a star exploding. Now, Sal scrambles to
run the family motel as his mother Misbah’s health
fails and his grieving father loses himself to
alcoholism. Noor, meanwhile, walks a harrowing
tightrope: working at her wrathful uncle’s liquor store
while hiding the fact that she’s applying to college
so she can escape him—and Juniper—forever. When
Sal’s attempts to save the motel spiral out of control,
he and Noor must ask themselves what friendship is
worth—and what it takes to defeat the monsters in
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their pasts and the ones in their midst. From one of
today’s most cherished and bestselling young adult
authors comes a breathtaking novel of young love,
old regrets, and forgiveness—one that’s both tragic
and poignant in its tender ferocity.
What happens when a fake relationship turns into a
real kind of love? As an audiobook narrator,
Clementine Cox has no trouble mastering the voices
of space aliens, elven warriors, or even demonpossessed cats. But the moment she tries her hand
at an erotic romance, she's stumped. With her
deadline looming, she books a week at a secluded
cabin to restore her inner muse, telling her loving-butoverbearing family it's a romantic getaway with her
not-so-existent new boyfriend to keep them from
worrying. She never expects them to invite
themselves along to meet the new guy. Now, she
has less than twenty-four hours to find a pretend
boyfriend in order to save her job and, potentially,
her sanity. Workaholic Jake Donovan isn't interested
in a real relationship. After a broken engagement, all
he wants to do is focus on keeping his brewpub, the
Holy Grale, afloat. But when he finds out his favorite
customer is in need of a fake boyfriend, and his
business partners insist he take a long overdue
vacation, he has no choice but to help Clem out. All
he has to do is enjoy the sunshine, play nice with her
family, and keep his hands to himself for the week.
But Jake's not prepared to like waking up next to
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Clem every morning as much as he does. Or to feel
so welcome by her quirky family. And as the line
between real and fake starts to blur, he realizes one
week might never be enough.
"There's a moment when it comes to amazing
books... where you realize that the book you're
reading completely and irrevocably owns you...
[Surviving Raine] has that moment." - Ash the Book
Snob As the captain of a schooner catering to the
elite on the Caribbean Seas, Sebastian Stark does
his best to avoid any human encounters. Interacting
with people isn't his thing, and he prefers the
company of a bottle of vodka, a shot glass, and
maybe a whore. There's no doubt he's hiding from a
checkered past, but he does well keeping everything
to himself... ...until the night his schooner capsizes,
and he's stuck on a life raft with one of the
passengers. Raine's young, she's cute, and Bastian
would probably be into her if he wasn't suffering from
alcohol withdrawal. As the days pass, DTs,
starvation, and dehydration become the norm. Even
the most closed person starts to open up when he
thinks he's going to die, but when she realizes their
traumatic pasts are connected, it's no longer the
elements that have Bastian concerned. He has no
idea how he's going to Survive Raine. "Shay
Savage's website almost cockily proclaims that she
writes "Fiction with Teeth." HA! Nothing cocky about
the truth, my friends. I guarantee, that is maybe the
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*only* accurate way to sum up the dark, unsettling,
exciting, unapologetic, fascinating, shocking, frank,
graphic, primal, crude, sexy, at times horrific,
consistently compelling experience that is Surviving
Raine!!" -Elizabeth (Sweptawaybyromance.com)
There are moments in Surviving Raine that will make
you laugh, make you cry, and make your heart (and
other parts) clench. This is one you will definitely
want to put on your TBR list! -Kassie and Lauren
(fics2flicks.com)
An edgy, sexy USA TODAY bestseller about falling
for the one person you can’t have. Maise O’Malley
just turned eighteen, but she’s felt like a grown-up
her entire life. The summer before senior year, she
has plans: get into a great film school, convince her
mom to go into rehab, and absolutely do not, under
any circumstances, screw up her own future. But life
has a way of throwing her plans into free-fall. When
Maise meets Evan at a carnival one night, their
chemistry is immediate, intense, and short-lived.
Which is exactly how she likes it: no strings. But
afterward, she can’t get Evan out of her head. He’s
taught her that a hookup can be something more. It
can be an unexpected connection with someone
who truly understands her. Someone who sees
beyond her bravado to the scared but strong girl
inside. That someone turns out to be her new film
class teacher, Mr. Evan Wilke. Maise and Evan
resolve to keep their hands off each other, but the
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attraction is too much to bear. Together, they’re real
and genuine; apart, they’re just actors playing their
parts for everyone else. And their masks are
slipping. People start to notice. Rumors fly. When
the truth comes to light in a shocking way, they may
learn they were just playing parts for each other, too.
Smart, sexy, and provocative, Unteachable is about
what happens when a love story goes off-script.
“Sharp as an ice pick….You will love this excellent
book.” —New York Times Book Review Elmore
Leonard is the undisputed master, the “King Daddy
of crime writers” (Seattle Times), in the august
company of the all-time greats of mystery/noir/crime
fiction genre: John D. MacDonald, Dashiell
Hammett, James M. Cain, et al. The creator of such
unforgettable classics as Stick, Out of Sight, and Get
Shorty—not to mention the character of U.S. Marshal
Raylan Givens, lately of TV’s hit series
Justified—Leonard is in fine form with Mr. Paradise. A
riveting Detroit-based thriller enlivened by Leonard’s
trademark razor-sharp dialogue, Mr. Paradise
follows a smart Victoria’s Secret model’s attempt to
score big after surviving a double murder in a
millionaire’s mansion…with a lonely cop acting as
spoiler.
In the final novel of the Night Owl Trilogy from
bestselling author M. Pierce, can a passion that has
withstood many ordeals become a love strong
enough to last a lifetime? Matt Sky is trying to return
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to normal, having faked his death and come back to
life. He and Hannah move back in together, and Matt
attempts to put his demons to rest as they strive to
grow their relationship into something durable and
honest. But as the two become more and more
entangled, and the heat between them intensifies in
all the best possible ways, Matt's desire for Hannah
ignites cravings he has kept at bay for a long, long
time... Hannah finally has the life she's always
wanted: she's pursuing her career as a literary agent
at Granite Wing Agency, she is writing her first novel,
and she is living with her hot, passionate lover. But
as Matt and Hannah explore a new intimacy,
Hannah finds that there are parts of Matt-dark, wild,
uncontrollable parts-that he has yet to show
her...that he has yet to show anyone...Under the
surface of Matt and Hannah's domestic bliss, deeply
buried secrets burn, and all of a sudden, the least
foreseen obstacle threatens to shatter everything
they've worked so hard for.
Having lost her family and home during a zombie
attack, Alice begins hearing strange whispers and
seeing mirrors that come to life while a malevolent
force urges her to commit acts of violence.
Excerpt from The Armed Forces Officer: "In 1950,
the great Soldier-Statesman George C. Marshall,
then serving as the Secretary of Defense, signed a
cover page for a new book titled The Armed Forces
Officer. That original version of this book was written
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by none other than S.L.A. Marshall, who later
explained that Secretary Marshall had 'inspired the
undertaking due to his personal conviction that
American military officers, of whatever service,
should share common ground ethically and morally.'
Written at the dawn of the nuclear age and the
emergence of the Cold War, it addressed an officer
corps tasked with developing a strategy of nuclear
deterrence, facing unprecedented deployments, and
adapting to the creation of the Department of
Defense and other new organizations necessary to
manage the threats of a new global order. Now, in
the second decade of the 21st century, our nation is
again confronted with a volatile and complex security
environment, and addressing the challenges of our
time will place new demands on military leaders at
all levels. We in the Profession of Arms will continue
to adapt our training and education programs, as we
have always done, to provide our officers with the
intellectual and practical tools necessary to succeed
in this unpredictable and unstable world. The
character of warfare may change over time, but its
nature does not. As novel as much of the current
security environment may seem, George C.
Marshall's wisdom still rings true today. Regardless
of the challenges we face, our leaders, especially
our officers, must share a moral foundation and
practice a common professional ethic. Our tactics,
techniques, and practices may change, but our
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bedrock principles remain the same. This new
edition of The Armed Forces Officer articulates the
ethical and moral underpinnings at the core of our
profession. The special trust and confidence placed
in us by the Nation we protect is built upon this
foundation. I commend members of our officer corps
to embrace the principles of this important book and
practice them daily in the performance of your
duties. More importantly, I expect you to imbue these
values in the next generation of leaders." --Joseph F.
Dunford, Jr. General, U.S. Marine Corps Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Related items: The Limits
of Military Officers' Duty to Obey Civilian Orders: A
Neo-Classical Perspective can be found here: https:/
/bookstore.gpo.gov/products/sku/008-000-01166-4
The Noncommissioned Officer and Petty Officer:
Backbone of the Armed Forces can be found here: h
ttps://bookstore.gpo.gov/products/sku/008-029-0056
8-9 The Future Security Environment: Why the U.S.
Army Must Differentiate And Grow Millennial Officer
Talent can be found here: https://bookstore.gpo.gov/
products/sku/008-000-01197-4 Starting Strong:
Talent-Based Branching of Newly Commissioned
U.S. Army Officers can be found here: https://bookst
ore.gpo.gov/products/sku/008-000-01184-2 A
History of the U.S. Army Officer Corps, 1900-1990
can be found here: https://bookstore.gpo.gov/product
s/sku/008-000-01122-2
Love is unstoppable... THE NIGHT OWL TRILOGY
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by M. PIERCE An Amazon top-10 bestseller At
twenty-eight, Matt Sky has the perfect life. He has a
beautiful girlfriend, a massive inheritance, and four
national bestsellers -- all penned under his airtight
alias, M. Pierce. At twenty-seven, Hannah Catalano
has a train wreck. Her boyfriend is a deadbeat and
her job is abysmal. Matt and Hannah meet online as
writing partners. Their relationship is safe,
anonymous, and innocent... Until Matt sees a picture
of Hannah.Hannah's picture sparks an attraction
Matt is powerless to ignore. When circumstance
brings Matt and Hannah together, the strangers
begin a love story that's passionate, poignant,
unforgettable, and unstoppable.
"This book contains authentic photographs and
salient facts covering 358 troopships used in World
War II. In addition, other vessels of miscellaneous
character, including Victory and Liberty type
temporary conversions for returning troops, are listed
in the appendices ..."--Pref.
The incredible conclusion to the Empirium Trilogy
that started with the instant New York Times
bestsellers Furyborn and Kingsbane! This series is
perfect for those looking for books for teen girls and
is also one of the best fantasy series for adults and
teens! Two queens, separated by a thousand years
must face their ultimate destinies. Queen Rielle,
pushed away from everything she loves, turns to
Corien and his promises of glory. Meanwhile,
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whispers from the empirium slowly drive her mad,
urging her to open the Gate. Separated from Audric
and Ludivine, she embraces the role of Blood Queen
and her place by Corien's side, determined to
become the monster the world believes her to be. In
the future, Eliana arrives in the Empire's capital as a
broken shell of herself. Betrayed and abandoned,
she fights to keep her power at bay—and away from
Corien, who will stop at nothing to travel back in time
to Rielle, even if that means destroying her daughter.
But when the mysterious Prophet reveals
themselves at last, everything changes, giving Rielle
and Eliana a second chance for salvation—or the
destruction their world has been dreading. An epic
fantasy with female protagonist, the Empirium
Trilogy has captured the hearts of many and
Lightbringer concludes this beloved teen fantasy
series. Praise for Furyborn: A BuzzFeed Most
Anticipated Title of Spring 2018 A Goodreads Most
Anticipated Title of Spring 2018 A Bustle Most
Anticipated Title of Spring 2018 "A mustread."—Refinery29 "A series to watch."—Paste
magazine "Visionary."—Bustle magazine "One of the
biggest new YA fantasies."—Entertainment Weekly
"Empowering."—BuzzFeed
From internationally bestselling author R.K. Lilley
comes a scorching new series with melt-the-pages
tension and all-consuming angst. It’s love, it’s war
and it’s Scarlett and Dante’s story. Scarlett It was
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the kind of relationship where I invested more than I
had to spare. I gave it everything. And so when it
failed, I lost myself. It changed me. He changed me.
I went down with the ship. My soul, burnt embers in
the aftermath. The fire of him ravaged it all. He
burned me. Broke me. Scarlett had always dreamed
big. She was headed straight for Hollywood.
Destined for silver screen greatness. But in her
wildest dreams she never imagined she’d be broke
and single at twenty-eight, doling drinks at thirty-five
thousand feet. She was a glorified waitress in the
skies. It had been years since she’d seen him. But
one day, there he sat, gazing intently at her, ready to
set everything ablaze once more. Dante wanted her.
Again. Sure, she’d play along…but this time, it was
his turn. She was breaking him. After all, love is war.
--------------- Book one in the Love is War duet.
India Steele is desperate. Her father is dead, her fiancé took
her inheritance, and no one will employ her, despite years
working for her watchmaker father. Indeed, the other London
watchmakers seem frightened of her. Alone, poor, and at the
end of her tether, India takes employment with the only
person who'll accept her - an enigmatic and mysterious man
from America. A man who possesses a strange watch that
rejuvenates him when he's ill. Matthew Glass must find a
particular watchmaker, but he won't tell India why any old one
won't do. Nor will he tell her what he does back home, and
how he can afford to stay in a house in one of London's best
streets. So when she reads about an American outlaw known
as the Dark Rider arriving in England, she suspects Mr. Glass
is the fugitive. When danger comes to their door, she's certain
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of it. But if she notifies the authorities, she'll find herself
unemployed and homeless again - and she will have
betrayed the man who saved her life. With a cast of quirky
characters, an intriguing mystery, and a dash of romance,
THE WATCHMAKER'S DAUGHTER is the start of a thrilling
new historical fantasy series from the author of the bestselling
Ministry of Curiosities, Freak House, and Emily Chambers
Spirit Medium books.
More than 160 tales from eighty tribal groups gives us a rich
and lively panorama of the Native American mythic heritage.
From across the continent comes tales of creation and love;
heroes and war; animals, tricksters, and the end of the world.
In addition to mining the best folkloric sources of the
nineteenth century, the editors have also included a broad
selection of contemporary Native American voices. With blackand-white illustrations throughout Selected and edited by
Richard Erdoes and Alfonso Ortiz Part of the Pantheon Fairy
Tale and Folklore Library
From the USA Today bestselling author of the King Series. A
nontraditional love story you won't soon forget. This special
anniversary edition contains a note from the author as well as
Dark Needs, A Dark Light of Day Novella. "I fell asleep that
night in the arms of a killer...I'd never slept better." Homeless,
sleeping in a junkyard, and on the run from a system that has
failed her time and time again, Abby meets Jake, a tattooed
blue-eyed biker with secrets that rival her own. Two broken
souls that can't be healed, they can't be saved. Abby and
Jake have to decide if they can accept the darkness not only
within one another but within themselves. If they can accept
each other for who they really are they might learn that love
isn't always found in the light... The story of Jake & Abby
contains disturbing situations, graphic violence, sex, strong
language, drug use, and all types of abuse.
“Equal parts memoir, whodunit, and manual for living . . . a
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beautifully written, honest look at the forces of blood and
bone that make us who we are, and how we make
ourselves.” --Neil Gaiman In his unique and engaging voice,
the acclaimed actor of stage and screen shares the emotional
story of his complicated relationship with his father and the
deeply buried family secrets that shaped his life and career. A
beloved star of stage, television, and film—“one of the most
fun people in show business” (Time magazine)—Alan
Cumming is a successful artist whose diversity and
fearlessness is unparalleled. His success masks a painful
childhood growing up under the heavy rule of an emotionally
and physically abusive father—a relationship that tormented
him long into adulthood. When television producers in the UK
approached him to appear on a popular celebrity genealogy
show in 2010, Alan enthusiastically agreed. He hoped the
show would solve a family mystery involving his maternal
grandfather, a celebrated WWII hero who disappeared in the
Far East. But as the truth of his family ancestors revealed
itself, Alan learned far more than he bargained for about
himself, his past, and his own father. With ribald humor, wit,
and incredible insight, Alan seamlessly moves back and forth
in time, integrating stories from his childhood in Scotland and
his experiences today as a film, television, and theater star.
At times suspenseful, deeply moving, and wickedly funny, Not
My Father’s Son will make readers laugh even as it breaks
their hearts.
Night Owl est le premier volet d'une trilogie érotique
provocante où un partenariat d'écriture anonyme en ligne se
transforme en une obsession passionnée incontrôlable..
Night Owl est le premier volet d'une trilogie érotique
provocante où un partenariat d'écriture anonyme en ligne se
transforme en une obsession passionnée incontrôlable. À
vingt-huit ans, Matt Sky a une vie parfaite. Il a une belle petite
amie, il a hérité d'une véritable fortune, et il a déjà écrit quatre
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best-sellers sous le pseudonyme de M. Pierce. À vingt-sept
ans, Hannah Catalano a été victime d'un accident de train.
Son petit ami est un looser fauché et elle déteste son boulot.
Matt et Hannah se rencontrent sur le net en tant que
partenaires d'écriture. Leur relation est platonique et
innocente... Jusqu'à ce que Matt voit une photo d'Hannah. Ce
portrait de la jeune femme suscite une irrésistible attraction
sur lui. Et lorsque les circonstances les amènent à se
rencontrer, Matt et Hannah vont vivre une histoire d'amour
passionnée, émouvante, inoubliable, incontrôlable et
imparable.
As a third-grader who hates to read unwillingly looks at a
book, the characters come alive and interest him so much
that he begins to care about them and turn the pages.
First published in 1993, this seminal work on
ethnonationalism lays out the practical and moral necessity
for the creation of a European ethnostate, either in America
or Europe, as the only way in which the European people and
civilization can be saved from the imminent swamping of the
First World by the Third.
Charming, hilarious, and emotional...When Sparks Fly is
Helena Hunting at her very best! Avery Spark is living her
best life. Between her friends, her sisters, and Spark House,
the event hotel her family owns, she doesn’t have much time
for anything else, especially relationships. She’d rather hang
out with her best friend and roommate, Declan McCormick,
than deal with the dating scene. But everything changes
when she is in a car accident and needs someone to care for
her as she heals. Declan avoids relationships, giving him a
playboy reputation that he lives up to when he puts a onenight stand ahead of a promise he made to Avery. While he
may not have been the one driving the car, he feels
responsible for Avery’s injuries and is determined to make it
up to her by stepping into the role of caretaker. Little did they
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know that the more time they spend in compromising
positions, the attraction they’ve been refusing to
acknowledge becomes impossible to ignore. When they
finally give in to the spark between them, neither is prepared
for the consequences. Their love is fragile and all it will take is
a blow from the past to shatter it all.
#1 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER When playboy
businessman Jonas Faraday receives a private note from the
anonymous intake agent assigned to process his online
application to an exclusive club, he becomes obsessed with
finding her and giving her the satisfaction she claims has
always eluded her.
“I didn’t read this book, I devoured it. Arranged marriage is
one of my favorite tropes and RK Lilley completely blew it out
of the water. Arranged is angsty, sexy, and heartbreaking.
Immediately adding it to my future re-read list. Banks is my
new favorite alpha bully.” Claire Contreras, New York Times
Bestselling Author "Fatally beautiful. Gut-tightening intensity.
Off the charts sexual chemistry and a love story unlike any
other. You will devour this tale by RK Lilley and only want
more." Audrey Carlan, #1 NYT Bestselling Author "Classic RK
Lilley with all the angst, steam, and edginess she does so
damn well. I loved it!" Kylie Scott, NYT & USA Today
Bestselling Author “Some books are simply better than
others. This is one of those books. Calder Banks Castelo is a
jerk of epic proportions. Jerk-a-licious perfection. Banks and
Noura together light the pages on fire. Sensual, angsty,
exquisite. Don’t miss it.” Jana Aston, New York Times
Bestselling Author There were rules in the cash-for-beauty
game. The money held the power. The beauty followed the
rules and jumped through the hoops. THE BRIDE I knew
what everyone would think if they knew the truth about my
marriage. They'd be shocked and appalled. And rightly so. I
was a young, modern, independent woman, and I'd done the
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unthinkable. I'd sold my virginity to a spoiled, rich boy. To a
stranger who didn’t love me. And yes, I'd done it all for
money. THE GROOM My bride was as gorgeous as she was
unwelcome. As desirable as she was unwanted. I wanted
nothing to do with her, but that didn’t seem to matter exactly
the second she got close enough to touch. I wanted her to
hate me more than she loved the millions she’d sold herself
for. I wanted to spurn her, but unfortunately, I wanted to f*ck
her more. ARRANGED is a standalone erotic romance.
2016 Christopher Award Winner From acclaimed actor and
producer Wendell Pierce, an insightful and poignant portrait
of family, New Orleans and the transforming power of art. On
the morning of August 29, 2005, Hurricane Katrina barreled
into New Orleans, devastating many of the city's
neighborhoods, including Pontchartrain Park, the home of
Wendell Pierce's family and the first African American middleclass subdivision in New Orleans. The hurricane breached
many of the city's levees, and the resulting flooding
submerged Pontchartrain Park under as much as 20 feet of
water. Katrina left New Orleans later that day, but for the next
three days the water kept relentlessly gushing into the city,
plunging eighty percent of New Orleans under water. Nearly
1,500 people were killed. Half the houses in the city had four
feet of water in them—or more. There was no electricity or
clean water in the city; looting and the breakdown of civil
order soon followed. Tens of thousands of New Orleanians
were stranded in the city, with no way out; many more
evacuees were displaced, with no way back in. Pierce and his
family were some of the lucky ones: They survived and were
able to ride out the storm at a relative's house 70 miles away.
When they were finally allowed to return, they found their
family home in tatters, their neighborhood decimated.
Heartbroken but resilient, Pierce vowed to help rebuild, and
not just his family's home, but all of Pontchartrain Park. In this
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powerful and redemptive narrative, Pierce brings together the
stories of his family, his city, and his history, why they are all
worth saving and the critical importance art played in reuniting
and revitalizing this unique American city.
From bestselling author M. Pierce comes this erotic trilogy in
an ebook bundle, about an uncontrollable, passionate
obsession that has had New York Times, USA Today, and
internationally bestselling Christina Lauren "at once blushing
and anxious" Night Owl On the surface, Matt Sky has the
perfect life, and Hannah Catalano is a train wreck. But
underneath Matt's calm exterior lie dark, roiling desires that
only Hannah brings out in him, and together they find
themselves falling into a passion that's
undeniable...uncontrollable...unstoppable. Last Light After a
staged accident, Matt is presumed dead; only Hannah knows
he's alive and hiding, and she'll do anything to keep his
secret—even as tensions rise, secrets grow bigger, passions
run hotter, and their web of lies puts her in danger. After Dark
For Hannah's sake, Matt is attempting to put his demons to
rest and give her a normal life; but that is easier said than
done, and Hannah finds that there are parts of Matt—dark,
wild, uncontrollable parts—that he has yet to show her...that
he has yet to show anyone...
I've loved him as long as I can remember. The gangly boy
with big brown eyes and unruly hair who grew up into an
intoxicating man. He wears scruff like he invented it and
ambles with a swagger that makes panties drop. Killian
Shepard. Shep. We grew up together. We played Ghost in
the Graveyard. Had our own rock band. It didn't matter that
he was five years older than me. It didn't matter that he
looked at me as a kid sister even as I grew into woman. It
didn't even matter when he left me behind to go to college
and start his adult life. He'd be back. He was always meant to
be mine. He came back, all right. But instead of smelling of
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promises, he stunk of betrayal. And he destroyed me-us-the
day he married my sister instead of me. So I did the only thing
a girl like me in my position could do. I got my revenge. I
married his brother, Kael. Now we're one big happy f**king
family.
Eva Wingdale is getting a new pet, in this bestselling early
chapter book series just-right for emerging readers! Pick a
book. Grow a Reader! This series is part of Scholastic's early
chapter book line, Branches, aimed at newly independent
readers. With easy-to-read text, high-interest content, fastpaced plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will
boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches books help
readers grow! Eva can't wait to get a new pet! But she can't
decide what kind of pet to get. Her pet needs to be cute,
cuddly, friendly... and, of course, get along with her bat,
Baxter. Eva's friend Lucy has a great idea: They will pet-sit for
all their friends to find out which animal is right for Eva! Chaos
breaks out as they look after a bumblebee, a tortoise, a
goldfish, and more. Will Baxter be able to help Eva discover
which pet is just-right for their family? Rebecca Elliott's sweet
text and full-color artwork on every page bring this story to life
for young readers!
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